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CB Paycheck Secrets "Download Free Preview" To See Full Sales Page "Who Else Wants To Build

Insanely Profitable Affiliate Sites, Suck In Free Traffic On Autopilot And Ramp Up Your Weekly ClickBank

Checks!" * This is NOT a course on one of those money-making fads. You've read my story. I am into

building a business that lasts. I hate the idea of working my butt over and over again and that said, I hate

buying into anything that teaches how to cash in on short-term trends. * This is NOT some overpriced

E-Book. In fact, I recorded my teachings in video form so I explain to you better. I'm sure you've read tons

of E-Books that give subjective, vague explanations. I've been there too and this is why I prefer to do

videos to educate you better. * This is also NOT a course on how to make money in the "make money

online" niche. A lot of marketing courses out there seem to direct other people into the same crowded,

over-saturated "make money" niche... while the rest of the ocean is abundant! Conversely, my methods in

just about any other niche with a demand. Here's A Glimpse Of What's Inside: Video 01 - Market

Research - 12:08 Description: Stop hanging around the "make money" niche! This place is getting

saturated by the hour. So many 'guru courses' teach their own students to come here first, only to be

beaten and battered by superior marketers. Learn how to find profitable niches that are untapped with

minimal competition, and product to promote. Here I take you through several free or low-cost, readily

available tools that will help you identify what exactly the market wants, trends and whether this niche is

bound to convert or not. Video 02 - Keyword Research, SEO Competition Analysis and Domain Secrets -

13:51 Description: Every time I come across a sales letter that says 'No Google needed' I cringe. This is

what a lot of "make money fad" courses are about. If you want to learn how to build a business that lasts,

then here's how to generate a massive keyword list at a click of a button and uncover low SEO

competition keywords that will help secure high rankings on Google! There's also a little secret about

domains that not many know about, which I discovered by accident! This little strategy alone will make

sure your affiliate site shoot up the rankings with minimal to no backlinking efforts required. Video 03 -

Related Keywords - 03:06 Description: Continuing from where we last left, in this video you will learn how
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to find related keywords to your primary one to make your website keyword rich so that Google will have

no choice but to rank your website. This will also allow you to generate traffic from other keywords that

we're not primarily targeting. This is long-tail keyword... being passive! Video 04 - Wordpress Installation -

03:59 Description: How to redirect your Domain DNS to your webhosting provider and install Wordpress

step by step. If you have no technical experience or consider yourself a 'noob' with script installation, don't

worry. I will show you to set up your Wordpress blog step-by-step. By far, Wordpress is the best way to

set up your affiliate site's infrastructure because not only it's naturally SEO-friendly, you don't have to

know HTML to know how to edit your website! Video 05 - Wordpress Settings and Must Have Plugins -

12:54 Description: After installing Wordpress, this is a walkthrough of Wordpress essential settings,

proven-to-convert themes to use (you can get them free by the way) and must-have plugins for Search

Engine Optimization. Video 06 - Adding Content to Your Website - 15:57 Description: How to add content

to your website and where to put your affiliate links for optimal conversion. In here we also talk about

pre-sell story copywriting strategies to build relationships with your visitors that will skyrocket your sales.

Remember that people only buy from those they like, trust and admire! Get this wrong and you probably

wouldn't make any sales at all. Video 07 - Creating Pages and Widgets - 08:50 Description: How to create

pages and widgets to add more personality flavor to your website... overnight! Video 08 - Getting Your

Site Indexed Fast - 05:56 Description: Here's a myth I want to dispell and the proof is in this video.

Instead of waiting for months for Google to pick up your site, here are little known methods to get your

brand new website indexed in less than 7 days! (can be faster actually, but since Google indexes

hundreds of thousands of new sites a day this can take a while... sometimes) The sooner you get

indexed, the sooner you'll be climbing the ranks... which at this point can be done in 3 hours or less!

Video 09 - How to Scale Up to a 5 Figures Per Month Business - 08:32 Description: Here I answer some

of the most common FAQs and how to crunch the numbers to scale up to a 5 figures per month business

from affiliate marketing on ClickBank!  CB Paycheck Secrets Master Resale Rights Terms:- What You

Can Do: [YES] You Can Sell Master Resale Rights. [YES] You Can Sell Resale Rights. [YES] You Can

Sell personal use. [YES] You Can Publish Offline [YES] You Can Offer as a Bonus [YES] You Can Add

The Product Into A Membership Site What You Cannot Do: [NO] You Cannot sell PLR (Private Label

Rights) [NO] You Cannot Add To Free Membership Sites [NO] You Cannot Use This Product In A Dime

Sale Event [NO] You Cannot Sell The Product On Auction Sites Such As ebay.Com [NO] You Cannot



Give The Product Away For FREE P.S. This is not some videos I slapped together overnight. This is the

result of my trial and error, and if you want to build a business that lasts - one that puts in money into your

pocket on autopilot for a work done once - then your search stops here.
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